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State Test Prep

Teachers, to prepare students for testing :

Standards Plus includes 14 weeks of SBAC

High Impact Standards lessons

Go to our website and download
High Impact Standards lesson index.
http://www.standardsplus.org/testingindex
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Standards Plus Commitment

Our commitment to support the implementation of Standards Plus,
Thank you for choosing Standards Plus to support your instruction this year. Having
careers in education, we understand the demands of the classroom. Our goal is to
support teachers’ instruction and improve student achievement. Standards Plus is
research based, proven effective and because we know that implementation is the key
to success, we offer support each step of the way.
Our goal is to work with you to create a successful learning environment and increase
student achievement.

Fran Mazzolini, CEO, President
35 years teacher/administrator

Joseph Deem Ed.D
30 years teacher/administrator
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Sharon Corkrum Ed.D
30 years teacher/administrator

WHY STANDARDS PLUS INCREASES STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Teachers:
Teachers are the most important factor in student
learning. That’s why every Standards Plus lesson is
directly taught by a teacher.

Multiple exposures to each standard/skill:
Each standard/skill is broken down and presented in
at least 4 lessons (sometimes more) providing
multiple opportunities to practice and develop
a deep understanding of a specific skill allowing for
long term retention.

Direct Instruction format:
“Direct Instruction is a proven method of instruction
that fosters the most significant gains in student
achievement and results in deep and enduring
understanding of the concept.”
(Peladeau, Forget & Gagne, 2003).

Immediate feedback:
“The most powerful single modification that
enhances achievement is feedback.” (John Hattie, 1992)
Every lesson provides immediate feedback to the
students.

Discrete learning targets:
Each lesson has a clear learning objective, providing
easily understood instruction which allows students
to learn and retain the information in their long term
memory.

Immediate intervention:
For students who need further instruction to
master a standard/skill, immediate intervention
lessons are available that scaffold below grade level
and provide the necessary instruction that allows
students to master the standard.

Students master grade level standards
using the proven effective Standards Plus process
4

136 Lessons
34 Assessments
34 Lesson Sets

100+
Intervention Lessons
DOK 1-2-3

(4 Lessons + 1 Assessment)

DOK 1-2

Our Lesson Bank includes
Four Types of Lessons
to Address DOK 1-4

15-20 Minute Lessons
and Formative Assessments

Students Learn Essential
Standards-Based Skills

Scaffolded
Intervention Lessons

Students who need more support,
learn the prerequisite skills
necessary for the mastery of
grade-level standards

12+ Performance Lessons DOK 3-4
Frequent Performance Lessons

Students Deepen and Apply Their Skills

3 Integrated Projects DOK 4
Periodic Integrated Projects
Students Adapt Knowledge to Real-World
Situations
5

Standards Plus
includes a
Print version,
Digital version,
and
Intervention
Lessons

• Online versions of the printed lessons and assessments.
• Students apply their content knowledge to a digital environment
that matches high-stakes online assessments.
• Online assessments help you create targeted intervention groups

• Scaffold the instruction of skills necessary for mastery of grade level
standards as indicated by the formative assessments.
• If students are assessed online, our digital platform automatically
groups students for intervention.
• If students are assessed using print see page 12 in this handbook.
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USING STANDARDS PLUS

Lesson sets = 4 lessons + 1 assessment

1

2

3

4

+

How it works:
1.

Teach a grade-level standard with four 15-20 minute lessons

2.

Assess the standard with a formative assessment

3.

If the standard is not mastered, print the downloadable Intervention lessons
that scaffold instruction below grade level.
7
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Teacher Lesson Plan

Explicit Teacher Lesson Plan / Direct Instruction Model
Common Core Standards Plus® – Mathematics – Grade 4
Domain: Measurement and Data
Focus: Relative Size of Measurement Units
Lesson: #4
Standard: 4.MD.1 Know relative sizes of measurement units within one system of units including km, m, cm; kg, g; lb, oz;
l, ml; hr, min, sec. Within a single system of measurement, express measurements in a larger unit in terms of a smaller
unit. Record measurement equivalents in a two column table. For example, know that 1 ft is 12 times as long as 1 in.
Express the length of a 4 ft snake as 48 in. Generate a conversion table for feet and inches listing the number pairs (1,
12), (2, 24), (3, 36), ...

Lesson Objective: Students will place customary units for length, volume, mass, and time
in order from largest to smallest.

Introduction
Instruction

Guided
Practice

Independent
Practice
Review &
Closure

Introduction: “Today we will compare customary units of measurement and place units in
order from largest to smallest for length, volume, mass, and time. In the United States, we
use a system made up of standard or customary units of measure such as feet, inches,
quarts, pounds, minutes, and hours to determine units of length, volume, mass, and time.”
Instruction: “The customary system of measurement is commonly used in our everyday
life. Look at the top of your page. There is a customary measurement chart displaying
units of length, volume, mass, and time. (Review the units for each and stress their
relationships. E.g., 1 yd = 3 ft = 36 in, 1 gal = 4 qts, etc. Read chart aloud with students.)
Look at the units of length listed below the customary measurement chart. The units are
listed from longest to shortest: mile, yard, foot, and inch. In the customary units, mile is the
longest unit. Since smaller units make up the largest unit, yard is the next longest unit.
The unit after that is foot. One foot is shorter than a yard, but longer than an inch.
Therefore, it is listed third in the order. Since an inch is the shortest unit of measurement
for length, it is listed last.”
Guided Practice: “Look at the example on this page. We are asked to put the units of
volume in order from most to least (pint, ounce, cup, quart). Think. Which unit is more?
Use the customary measurement chart to help you decide. (Pause.) If you think that quart
is the most, you are correct. Write the unit quart on the first blank. Remember, it always
takes more of a smaller unit to equal a larger unit. Look at the remaining units. Place
them on the blanks from most to least.” Allow students to share their answer with a
partner, and then provide the correct order. Elicit volunteers to share why they placed the
units in a particular order. Require students to use academic language. Stress the
relationships between the units (quart, pint, cup, and ounce).
Independent Practice: “Complete problems 1-5 on your own. Use the customary
measurement chart to help you list the units in order from largest to smallest.”

Standards Plus
Lesson Timeline

Introduction

2 min.

Instruction

5 min.

Guided
Practice

6 min.
7 min.
8 min.
9 min.
10 min.

Independent
Practice

11 min.
12 min.
13 min.

Closure: “Today we reviewed measurement equivalents and relative size within
customary units of length, volume, and mass, as well as units of time, and placed units in
order from largest to smallest. Can you think of items that you use each day that are
measured in length, volume, mass, or time?”
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

3 min.
4 min.

Review: Review problems 1-5 with students. If time permits, require students to explain
their answers.

Answers:

1 min.

14 min.
15 min.

year, day, hour, minute
ton, pound, ounce
1 yard, 2 feet, 12 inches
1 year, 1 month, 7 days, 24 hours
Answers may vary. A possible answer is 16 ounces, which is equal to 2
cups because it is the most.

Review &
Closure
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16 min.
17 min.

Standards Plus Lessons
are taught within
15-20 min.

Suggested Pacing Guides

Standards Plus provides a
suggested Pacing Guide of the most
heavily-weighted standards to
prepare your students for testing.

Found in the
Resources
section of a
Teacher
Edition

Call 1-877-505-9152 for a quote on customized pacing guides.
9

Implementation

Implementation Options: Print + Digital (Online)
Teach the lessons using print or digital and have the students take the weekly
assessments in print or online to match requirements of state test.

TEACH

TEST

15-20 min.
Print and Online
Daily lessons

Assess using
Print
or
Digital
to practice state assessment-like technology
10

PROVIDE
INTERVENTION

Intervention lessons
are downloadable
to print in
Standards Plus Digital

Using Standards Plus Digital

OR

Classroom with 1:1 Computers:
All students complete lessons/
assessments online

OR

Computer Labs: Students
complete lessons/
assessments
in computer lab

Classrooms with some
computers: All students
complete lessons/assessments
on rotating basis

*Remember: Students needing more lessons on a standard can be grouped for intervention
and assigned downloadable lessons using Standards Plus Digital.

11

Intervention Program

The entire Standards Plus Intervention Program
is included as downloadable PDFs with your Standards Plus Program
Intervention Program

Using Standards Plus
Intervention Lessons:
1.

TEACH

ASSESS
TEACH

Use assessment results to identify and group
students that need intervention

Teach direct instruction intervention lessons that
scaffold the instruction of skills necessary for
mastery of grade level standards

4.

Administer a post-assessment to validate student
progress

ASSESS

TEACH

2. Assign appropriate intervention lessons
3.

TEACH

At Grade Level
Standards
Below Grade Level
Standards
Provides the prerequisite skills necessary for mastery of grade level standards

Print Users
To access intervention lessons
email office@standardsplus.org
to set up a teacher account for
the digital platform. Teachers
can then log on, access, and
print all intervention lessons.
12

Digital Users
When students are assessed
online, the Standards Plus
platform will automatically
group them and assign
intervention lessons

We’re Here to Support You

Visit us online for immediate support

Call for the following

Training videos for Print & Digital

Onsite training

Online Implementation support

Webinar training

Digital program support

English Learners support materials

1-877-505-9152

www.standardsplus.org

For a 15% reorder grant order by by April 2019
For immediate assistance, contact Joni at extension 116
13

FOR STUDENTS

Test Taking Strategies
Test Taking Strategies to teach students
how to take tests.

Available as individual student
8.5 in. x 11 in.
Test Taking Strategy Cards
OR
Test Taking Strategy Posters
13 in. x 19 in.

Contact Us for Pricing
1-877-505-9152
14

EL HANDBOOK

Standards Plus materials meets the needs of English Learners
Accelerate language development by:
• Explicitly targeting the standards
• Emphasizing academic vocabulary
• Providing immediate feedback to students
• Improving student confidence

Ask us for a FREE copy.
Contact Us: 1-877-505-9152
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AWARDS

Following a district-wide implementation of Standards Plus, the district gained
national recognition and received two national awards for overall student
achievement by receiving The national DISPELLING THE MYTH AWARD and
the ALL KIDS ALL STARS TROPHY, both awarded by the Education Trust
(established by the American Association of Higher Education). The district
outpaced the average statewide improvement five years in a row.
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